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Museum legacy collections, often derived from large-scale archaeological

excavations, can serve as paleoenvironmental archives of Late Pleistocene

megafaunal composition and dynamics. Many of these collections, however,

contain large quantities of highly fragmented and morphologically indistinct

bones that cannot be identified to a specific taxon and are therefore of limited

use to paleoenvironmental and archaeological analyses. Here, we explore the

potential of Zooarchaeology by Mass Spectrometry (ZooMS) to identify fossil

bone fragments and complement morphological identifications in legacy

collections housed at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History.

To undertake this work, we collected fragmented bone specimens of Late

Pleistocene megafauna from six archaeological sites in Colorado that are

currently housed in the Department of Anthropology, and then performed

pilot ZooMS screening. Our analysis successfully retrieved taxonomic

information from 80% of the analyzed material, highlighting the potential of

future ZooMS studies on museum collections to investigate human-megafaunal

interactions in late Pleistocene North America.
KEYWORDS

museum collections, Pleistocene, collagen peptide fingerprinting, megafauna,
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1 Introduction

Collections of Late Pleistocene fauna from archaeological and

fossil sites are currently housed in museums and other repositories

around the world. These collections constitute an invaluable source

of information about past megafauna, including many now extinct

species Cleland et al., 2016; Sanchez et al., 2018; St. Amand et al.,

2020). For example, they provide an important reservoir of

information about changes in megafaunal diversity and

distribution, as well as the chronologies of particular species.

Their detailed study accordingly holds the potential to shed

further light on species loss and its broader causes and impacts,

including long standing questions about the causes of Late

Quaternary megafaunal extinctions (Brook and Bowman, 2002;

Barnosky et al., 2004; Firestone et al., 2007; Gill et al., 2009;

Ripple and Van Valkenburgh, 2010; Faith, 2011; Lorenzen et al.,

2011; Cooper et al., 2015; Grayson and Meltzer, 2015; Bartlett et al.,

2016; Broughton and Weitzel, 2018; Haynes, 2018; Meltzer, 2020;

Seersholm et al., 2020; Monteath et al., 2021; Stewart et al., 2021;

Bergman et al., 2023; O’Keefe et al., 2023).

Collection-based studies, however, can be complicated by the

differential excavation, recovery, and curation histories of museum

collections and the fragmentary nature of fossil assemblages. A

significant component of legacy collections include highly

fragmentary, undiagnostic fossil and subfossil material remains.

Recent developments in biomolecular approaches, including

ancient DNA (aDNA), and proteomic tools, provide researchers

with new opportunities to address some of these limitations, and to

exploit the potential of biological markers preserved in museum

fossil and subfossil collections. With the advance of molecular

techniques, fossil collections housed in museums have been

revisited to reevaluate taxonomic identifications and retrieve in-

depth information concerning the evolutionary and demographic

histories of prehistoric animals and humans (Cleland et al., 2016;

McGuire et al., 2018; Wagner et al., 2020; Hahn et al., 2022).

At the same time, long-archived museum specimens present

numerous and substantial challenges to molecular analyses. Museum

specimens are commonly stored at room temperature as dry or fluid

preserved collections, which has been shown to promote degradation

and subsequent loss of DNA over time (Lehmann and Kreipe, 2001;

Zimmermann et al., 2008; Raxworthy and Smith, 2021). Another

challenge is the high rate of exogenous contamination of samples

with microbial, parasitic, and bacterial DNA as well as the potential

for cross contamination between specimens stored in close proximity.

The application of consolidants in museum conservation practice

may result in the unintentional introduction of modern proteins,

such as animal collagens in glues (Prüfer et al., 2021). Growing

evidence also indicates that biomolecules begin to degrade as soon as

skeletal remains are removed from the burial environment (Pruvost

et al., 2007; Bollongino et al., 2008). To ensure the continued

advancement of molecular applications to museum collections,

further assessment of the effects of museum storage on sample

preservation is required.

Recent aDNA studies on museum specimens have allowed for

the reconstruction of evolutionary processes (Holmes et al., 2016;

Lamichhaney et al., 2019), inference of demographic history (White
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et al., 2018), investigation of epigenetic effects (Rubi et al., 2020),

resolution of taxonomic composition (Seersholm et al., 2021), and

clarification of taxonomic confusion (Vershinina et al., 2020;

Kehlmaier et al., 2021). Proteomics tools have also been

extensively applied to museum collections, often from regions

and time periods in which aDNA is unlikely to survive, providing

insights into phylogeny (e.g. Buckley et al., 2019; Cappellini et al.,

2019) and past diets and subsistence (e.g. Bleasdale et al., 2021;

Wilkin et al., 2021), as well as improving understanding of past

ecosystems and environments (e.g. Brown et al., 2021a; Antonosyan

et al., 2024). One key method in palaeoproteomic research is

Zooarchaeology by Mass Spectrometry (ZooMS), a form of

peptide mass fingerprinting used to taxonomically identify

ambiguous animal specimens. Compared with other biomolecular

identification methods such as aDNA analyses, ZooMS allows for a

more rapid, minimally destructive, and cost-effective approach, that

could provide results on heavily fragmented, processed, and

degraded material (Buckley, 2018; Richter et al., 2022). The

method has been applied to bone assemblages from museum

collections as a complement to or even substitute technique for

morphology-based identification of fragmented and worked bones

(Desmond et al., 2018; Martisius et al., 2020; Dekker et al., 2021).

ZooMS has also been applied to various archaeological materials

other than bone, including ivory (Coutu et al., 2016), eggshell

(Stewart et al., 2013), antler (Ashby et al., 2015), baleen

(O'Connor et al., 2015) and leather objects (Ebsen et al., 2019),

demonstrating the broad applicability of the method.

In North America, a number of important megafaunal

collections are housed in museums and repositories, and finding

new ways to analyze these collections affords a prime opportunity to

reevaluate the causes and consequences of the continent’s Late

Quaternary megafaunal extinctions. These include extensive

collections housed in the Smithsonian’s National Museum of

Natural History (NMNH), and particularly materials stored in the

Departments of Anthropology and Paleobiology from several

important archaeological and paleontological sites, as well as a

broad range of palaeobiological reference specimens. These

collections were obtained during the late 19th through to the 21st

centuries, and provide excellent resources for morphometric

studies, radiocarbon dating, stable isotope analyses, genetics, and

proteomics (see Graham, 1981; Stanford et al., 1981; Rick et al.,

2019; Knell and Lee, 2020). To explore the potential of ZooMS

analysis for the study of museum-housed North American

megafauna, we conducted a pilot ZooMS investigation of bone

fragments from six Late Pleistocene archaeological sites held in the

collections of the NMNH. Applying ZooMS for the first time to

these collections, we focused on sites with purported evidence for

hunting and/or scavenging of bison and other megafauna, and sites

where the relationships and associations between artifacts and

megafauna remain unclear. A number of these sites were

suggested to be megafaunal ‘kill sites’, meaning primary sites

where megafauna were dispatched by ancient hunters, although

this identification has remained contested. All six of the sites

investigated are in Colorado, in a region characterized by Clovis

and Folsom, and in some cases perhaps pre-Clovis, cultural

occupation (see Pitblado and Brunswig, 2007). These traditions
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represent early cultural phenomena in North American prehistory,

often centered around distinctive projectile point technologies used

by Paleoindians. Clovis groups (ca. 13,000-12,600 years ago) were

efficient hunters often targeting large game such as mammoths and

mastodons in addition to other resources. Following the Clovis

tradition, the Folsom groups (ca. 12,600-11,500 years ago) are

associated with the remains of bison, suggesting a shift in

subsistence strategy towards more specialized hunting.

Megafaunal diversity in the Colorado region is high, with

previously identified taxa including mammoth, bison, camelids,

equids, felines, canids and other fauna identified from fossil

localities and/or archaeological sites. Excavated between 1934 and

1980, the sites offer a range of excavation histories, time frames, and

degrees of preservation against which we test the potential of

ZooMS. By exploring the degree of collagen type I (COL1)

preservation, the clarity of the spectra produced, and the

resolution of taxonomic identification that ZooMS could provide,

the study aimed to clarify the extent to which faunal remains in

museum collections in North America and beyond offer a potential

untapped reservoir of information for assessing patterns of

megafaunal presence, persistence and disappearance from the

Late Quaternary landscape.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Megafaunal sites and collections

ZooMS analyses were conducted on fragmented megafaunal

remains recovered from six archaeological sites excavated between

1934 and 1980 and deposited at the NMNH (Figure 1): Lamb

Spring, Selby, Dutton, Lindenmeier, Linger and Zapata Mammoth

Site (see Supplementary Materials for detailed description of the
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sites). The assemblages analyzed were recovered from purported

Clovis and Folsom animal kill and/or carcass processing sites, two

of which (Lamb Spring and Selby-Dutton) may have been occupied

by pre-Clovis people, though this is not widely accepted (Stanford

et al., 1981; Jodry, 1999). Although diagnostic specimens are present

in these collections (Wilmsen and Roberts, 1978: Graham, 1981;

Rancier et al., 1981; Figure 1; Supplementary Table 1), and

these enabled the taxonomic identification of fauna at all of the

sites (Figure 1), much of the recovered material was highly

fragmented and did not retain any morphologically diagnostic

features. No anthropic modifications were observed on any of the

specimens analyzed.

After excavation, the materials were transported for analysis

and ultimately housed at the NMNH’s Museum Support Center

(MSC) in Suitland, Maryland. Details on the handling and

treatment of these specimens varies, but all appear to have been

washed/cleaned of sediment at some point and none are known to

have been treated with any pesticides or other materials. During the

early portion of their storage some of these collections may for a

time have been in non-climate-controlled conditions, handled by

researchers without gloves, and occasionally exposed to ambient

light. For the last decade or so, these materials have been stored at

the MSC, a state of the art, climate-controlled, and secure facility

where all of the assemblages are stored in their own cabinets by site.
2.2 Zooarchaeology by mass spectrometry

To evaluate the efficacy of ZooMS for the investigation of Late

Pleistocene faunal assemblages housed in the NMNH, and to

complement morphological identifications, samples that displayed

minimal to no diagnostic features and a high degree of

fragmentation were primarily selected for analysis. In particular,
FIGURE 1

Site locations and published zooarchaeological data. For each site pie chart indicates the percentage of number of identified specimens (%NISP) of
morphologically identified taxa (the published zooarchaeological counts can be found in Supplementary Table 1).
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sixty-one bone fragments were randomly sampled for ZooMS

screening from the six archaeological sites. Most of the samples

were represented by morphologically indistinct small fragments,

only eight specimens from Lindenmeier and three from Lamb

Spring were previously taxonomically identified based on

morphological characteristics (Supplementary Table 2). All

samples were obtained from the Department of Anthropology,

NMNH and sent to the Max Planck Institute for the Science of

Human History (now Max Planck Institute of Geoanthropology) in

Jena, Germany for analysis in a dedicated palaeoproteomics

laboratory. For each specimen, bone fragments of approximately

20 mg were removed, demineralized and processed following

previously published protocols (Buckley et al., 2009; Brown et al.,

2020). The samples were demineralized overnight in (4°C) 0.6 M

hydrochloric acid (HCI), and then rinsed in 50 mM ammonium

bicarbonate (AmBic) three times. Humic acids were removed by

adding 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH), followed by 5 minutes

incubation at room temperature. The NaOH was discarded, and a

neutral pH restored by rinsing the sample in 50 mM AmBic.

Samples were incubated at 65°C for one hour. 0.4 µg/µl trypsin

solution (ThermoFisher Pierce™) was added, and samples were

incubated for 18 hours at 37°C. Trypsin digestion was halted with

0.1 µl of 5% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). Peptides were concentrated

and desalted using C18 ZipTips (EMD Millipore) and eluted in a

final solution of 50% acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA. 0.5 ml of a-cyano-
4-hydroxycinnamic acid matrix solution was mixed with 0.5 ml of
the eluted final solution and spotted in triplicate on a ground steel

385 spot target plate. All samples were run on a Bruker Autoflex

Speed Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization - Time of Flight

(MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics).
2.3 Taxonomic identification

Taxonomic identification was performed manually on MALDI-

generated spectra using FlexAnalysis v. 3.4 (Bruker Daltonics),

comparing identified collagen peptides with established reference

library markers (Buckley et al., 2009; Buckley and Kansa, 2011;

Buckley et al., 2011; Rybczynski et al., 2013; Welker et al., 2016;

Brown et al., 2021b). No collagen peptides were detected in blanks

and calibration standards performed as expected. Low-quality

spectra were subsequently diluted (1:10 and 1:20) and rerun on

the MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer.

The specificity of ZooMS classification relies on the

evolutionary distance of taxonomic groups. It is possible to

distinguish between families and often genera with high

authenticity; however, separation between closely related species

can be challenging, due to low variability of peptide sequences. For

example, Bos sp. and Bison sp. can be distinguished from other

artiodactyls based on combination of m/z values of 1192.6, 1208.6

(COL1ɑ2 978 - 990), 1427.7 (COL1ɑ2 484 - 498), 2853.4 (COL1ɑ1
586 - 618), and 3033.4 (COL1ɑ2 757 - 789). However, the reference

markers for Bison are identical to those for Bos and identification,

where possible, relies on consideration of the current range of the

fauna and their past range as indicated by archaeological records

from the study region. In our case, the attribution to Bos sp. can be
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excluded since this genus has not been registered amongst the fauna

recovered for Late Pleistocene North America.

Likewise, members of the Elephantidae family share similar

peptide marker series, making it impossible to discern between a

number of possible genera (Elephas, Loxodonta, Mammuthus and

Palaeoloxodon) using ZooMS alone. Our identification was guided

by knowledge regarding the range of closely related species present

in North American archaeological and palaeobiological

assemblages. In light of the geographical location of our samples,

we can infer that generated Elephantidae markers are indicative of

Mammuthus sp. (mammoths). At the same time, mammoths share

most of their COL1 peptide markers with mastodons (Mammut

sp.), which were also present in Late Pleistocene North America.

Mastodons can be separated from mammoths with only the

COL1ɑ2 757–789 peptide marker, often hampering the

differentiation between the two genera due to poor collagen

preservation. This peptide for mastodon is present at m/z 2985.4/

3001.4 and for mammoths at 2999.4/3015.4.
2.4 Proteomics-based
preservation assessment

Glutamine deamidation level has been suggested as an indicator

of collagen preservation variability in ZooMS samples (Welker

et al., 2017) and was evaluated here to assess faunal preservation

patterns. Deamidation of glutamine residues into glutamic acid is a

common post-translational modification that results in a +0.98402

Da mass shift. In order to address protein degradation and collagen

preservation, glutamine deamidation ratios were measured on all

samples for the COL1ɑ1 508–519 peptide following using Q2E

package (Wilson et al., 2012). The deamidation ratios were recorded

ranging from 1 (entirely non-deamidated) to 0 (completely

deamidated) and visualized via dot and box plots.
3 Results

Our analysis resulted in successful ZooMS identifications for

80% of the total bone assemblage, with varying success rates

observed across the archaeological sites. Of the 61 total samples,

only one specimen from Linger (14A) yielded a full set of 12

markers, while 8 samples displayed 11-8 markers and 39

specimens generated 8-4 diagnostic markers sufficient for

taxonomic identification. At the same time, 12 samples failed to

preserve sufficient collagen for taxonomic identification (Figure 2;

Supplementary Table 3).

From the 48 specimens that yielded sufficient collagen, 35

(72.9%) could be identified to genus level, whereas identification

was restricted to family level for 13 specimens. The identified taxa

include 22 specimens of Bison sp., 15 specimens ofMammuthus sp.,

9 specimens of Mammuthus sp./Mammut sp., and 5 specimens

from the family Camelidae. Further taxonomic determination of the

camelids into species/genus was hampered by the lack of a securely

established set of reference peptide markers for North American

taxa. The taxonomic composition varied across the different sites
frontiersin.org
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investigated, and agreed with previous osteomorphological

identifications that revealed the same set of taxa.

In total, 46 specimens were analyzed for glutamine deamidation

of the COL1ɑ1 508–519 peptide (this was not measured for

specimens with no or low collagen preservation). On the whole,

all samples display relatively low deamidation (>0.6 for the majority

of specimens, where 0 indicates fully deamidated and 1 not

deamidated), with no extreme variations in the deamidation

measurements amongst the archeological sites studied (Figure 3;
Frontiers in Mammal Science 05
Supplementary Table 4). The samples from Lindenmeier and Selby-

Dutton were the best preserved, displaying the highest mean

deamidation (0.75) while those from Zapata and Lamb Spring

were the least well preserved (0.62). Unfortunately, due to an

absence of recent excavation at the sites, we are unable to

compare the deamidation values of recently acquired samples

with those preserved in the museum for decades. As a result, we

cannot assess the direct impact of museum storage on collagen

preservation. However, the remarkably low deamidation values
FIGURE 2

Taxa identified via ZooMS for each site (NISP) and example spectra (samples 14A for Bison sp., A591469-0 for Mammut sp. and 591314c
for Camelidae).
BA

FIGURE 3

Results of glutamine deamidation measurements. (A) Individual bone measurements of glutamine deamidation per taxon. (B) Box plots for all
measurements per site.
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indicate favorable preservation in Late Pleistocene North American

contexts. This suggests that successful outcomes can be obtained

from museum-held specimens originally recovered from the region,

even those collected in the early 20th century.
3.1 Lamb Spring

Ten unidentified bone fragments from Lamb Spring were

analyzed via ZooMS, of which three were identified

morphologically as Mammoth sp. ZooMS screening allowed for

identification of seven specimens, three samples did not retain

enough collagen for taxonomic identification. The samples exhibit

varying degrees of molecular preservation, with the number of

preserved diagnostic collagen peaks fluctuating from three to nine.

In total, eight specimens from Lamb Spring were analyzed for

glutamine deamidation. A large variation in deamidation values was

observed at the site ranging between 0.32 to 0.77, with mean

deamidation value 0.6. The box plot indicates presence of an

outlier towards 0.

Regardless of the relatively poor preservation of the materials, it

was possible to identify most of the samples to genus level (six

specimens) backed up with the knowledge on the geographic

distribution of taxa. ZooMS screening revealed the presence of

two bison specimens. Four specimens were identified as mammoth

and one specimen did not preserve enough collagen to allow for

distinction between mastodon and mammoth, restricting

identification to Mammuthus sp./Mammut sp. These results

confirm the taxonomic identifications from Lamb Spring

provided by Rancier et al. (1981), and broadly agree with its

identification as a mammoth kill site, though the number of

specimens analyzed is insufficient to enable any further insight

into the issue.
3.2 Lindenmeir

Ten specimens from Lindenmeier were targeted for ZooMS

screening, of which eight were identified morphologically as bison.

The ZooMS screening confirmed the previous osteomorphological

identifications, with all ten specimens generating spectra diagnostic

of Bos sp./Bison sp. Glutamine deamidation of nine samples from

the site was measured, with resulting values ranging from 0.62 to

0.87 (mean 0.75). The box plot indicates presence of tree outliers.
3.3 Linger

All ten morphologically indistinct small fragments from Linger

were assigned to a single taxon based on ZooMS: Bison sp.,

confirming the faunal lists previously published for this site

(Wilmsen and Roberts, 1978) and the fauna recorded in the

NMNH Anthropology Online Catalogue. Notably, sample 14A

from Linger presented an exceptionally well-preserved Bison sp.

collagen spectrum (Figure 2), retaining 12 out of 12 published

markers (Buckley et al., 2009) and five specimens preserve 10 or 11
Frontiers in Mammal Science 06
markers, highlighting the relatively high rate of molecular

preservation at the site. The deamidation analyses confirms

relatively good preservation of the specimens from the site,

displaying values between 0.53-0.77 and a mean of 0.64.
3.4 Selby and Dutton

Of the 11 samples from Selby and Dutton, five samples were

identified to family level and the remaining six samples did not

retain enough collagen for identification. The reconstructed

taxonomic composition is represented by a single taxonomic

group: Camelidae. These identifications are in accordance with

the fauna recorded by Graham (1981). Currently, reference

markers have been reconstructed for four species of Camelids

that share a number of peptide markers: Bactrian camel,

dromedary camel, alpaca and vicuña (Buckley et al., 2009;

Rybczynski et al., 2013). The best-preserved specimens from Selby

and Dutton displayed the presence of six published peptide markers

that overlap with those identified for Camelus dromedarius

(collagen peaks at m/z 1105, m/z 1221, m/z 1453, m/z 2131, m/z

2820, m/z 2883), however unlike Camelus, which carries m/z

2975.4/2991.4 for the COL1ɑ2 757 – 789 marker, the specimens

from Selby and Dutton displayed m/z 3017.4/3033.4, which has

previously been shown to be distinctive for extinct Camelops

(Buckley et al., 2019). However, lack of securely identified

markers for North American camelids restricts further

interpretation of these specimens. Only four specimens from the

sites contained sufficient collagen for deamidation analyses,

displaying values ranging from 0.61 to 0.84 (mean 0.75).
3.5 Zapata Mammoth

Fifteen of the 20 samples from Zapata Mammoth were

identified as Proboscideans, while five did not retain enough

collagen to determine taxonomic affiliation. The identification

revealed eleven specimens of mammoth, however for the

remaining four specimens, poor collagen preservation restricted

the identification to mammoth/mastodon. This taxonomic

determination falls within the faunal composition previously

identified at the site, which recorded the presence of mammoth

only. The number of diagnostic markers varied from 4 to 6. Samples

from Zapata Mammoth displayed the lowest deamidation values

among the analyzed sites with large inter-site variation, ranging

from 0.28 to 0.77 (mean 0.61). The box plot indicates the presence

of an outlier towards 0.
4 Discussion

Our preliminary ZooMS screening has demonstrated the rich

potential of peptide mass fingerprinting for the analysis of Late

Pleistocene megafaunal assemblages housed as legacy collections in

museums in North America. Despite the fact that collections were

excavated in some cases more than a century ago, and that
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specimens selected for analysis were often fragmentary and highly

weathered, ZooMS success rates and collagen preservation were

relatively high across all sites, with an overall success rate of 80%,

and a mean deamidation value 0.66. Long-term storage in the

NMNH and millennia of exposure at the archaeological sites does

not appear to have been detrimental to peptide preservation.

ZooMS analysis of 61 bone fragments across the 5 sites

investigated allowed for identification of 4 taxonomic groups:

Bison sp., Mammuthus sp., Mammuthus sp./Mammut sp. and

Camelidae. The taxa identified are all megafauna representatives

that have been found in the region and were previously recorded at

each respective site (Wilmsen and Roberts, 1978; Graham, 1981;

Rancier et al., 1981). As described above, Delby and Sutton, Lamb

Springs, and Lindenmeier were reported to contain a range of

different taxa such as mammoths, horses, bison, camelids, and other

species, while previous zooarchaeological efforts at the Zapata

Mammoth site revealed the presence of only mammoth, and at

Linger only bison. Although the consistency of our ZooMS results

with data obtained from the morphological analyses allowed us to

increase the NISP, it did not reveal the presence of previously

unrecorded taxonomic groups for the sites (Figure 4). A larger

sample of ZooMS specimens could help further expand taxonomic

richness at each site.

The sites show remarkable variation in terms of faunal

composition, with the ZooMS-based identifications of the

majority limited to a single taxon. In particular, samples from

Linger and Lindenmeier generated collagen fingerprints associated

solely with Bison sp., Zapata Mammoth samples revealed the

presence of mammoths, while Sutton and Delby samples returned

collagen spectra diagnostic of Camelids. Meanwhile, the

identifications of Lamb Springs samples revealed the presence of
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more than one taxonomic group (mammoth and/or mastodon, and

bison). In contrast, the morphologically identified set of taxa from

the sites are generally more diverse (Figure 4). This limitation can

be explained by the small sample size and the fact that the carcasses

of larger animals tend to generate higher numbers of fragments,

creating a bias in taxonomic representation. These biases could be

addressed by increasing the number of specimens sampled, while

also strategically sampling a broad and representative range of the

diversity of bone types and animal sizes observed in the assemblage.

Inflation in the NISP for large species is a recognized issue in

ZooMS studies, and researchers in the field are currently exploring

ways to improve the statistical significance of faunal spectra and the

abundance of each taxon with tailored sampling strategies

(Bouchard et al., 2020; Silvestrini et al., 2022).

The utility of ZooMS for a particular study is strongly

dependent on whether an appropriate collagen fingerprint

reference library is available for relevant species in the geographic

region of interest. In contrast to other regions where the method has

been used successfully, such as southwestern Asia and Europe (e.g.,

Buckley and Kansa, 2011; Sinet-Mathiot et al., 2019; Ruebens et al.,

2023), North America so far has not seen the creation of

comprehensive regional reference libraries, especially for extinct

taxa, limiting the applicability of ZooMS. For instance, the dearth of

published reference markers for camelid species imposed a

significant limitation on our analysis, precluding in-depth

taxonomic identification of camelid specimens, and enabling their

identification only to family level. This highlights the need for

construction of open access ZooMS marker reference libraries for

extinct and extant North American species. Such development will

enable reinvestigation of the fragmented assemblages in legacy

collections from Late Pleistocene kill sites, allowing for more
FIGURE 4

Comparison of percentage of number of identified specimens (%NISP) of traditional Zooarchaeological and ZooMS taxa determinations across sites.
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precise and accurate identification of fossil fauna and fruitful

exploitation of megafaunal remains held on the continent.

Traditional zooarchaeological analyses of fragmented faunal

remains from many Paleoindian sites have been hampered by an

absence of taxonomically significant morphological features

(Cannon and Meltzer, 2004; Hill, 2007; Hofman et al., 2018), and

a number of questions remain about the composition of the Late

Pleistocene fauna recovered from the six sites we have revisited with

ZooMS. However, our work confirms past identifications and

presents a clear roadmap for expanding reference marker libraries

and performing additional ZooMS analyses to address ongoing

debates about these sites and the link between megafaunal remains

and human activity. ZooMS will also be able to help clarify whether

or not confirmed North American Pleistocene kill sites are

exclusively characterized by proboscidean, bovid, camelid, and

equid remains, as the archaeological record appears to indicate

(Grayson and Meltzer, 2015), or whether a more diverse array of

fauna were targeted.

Our study used glutamine deamidation as a proxy for

biomolecular preservation. Deamidation ratios could be calculated

for 46 specimens displaying relatively high levels of preservation

(mean: 0.62-0.75). Analysis of glutamine deamidation rates has been

incorporated into ZooMS studies at various Pleistocene sites (Welker

et al., 2017; Sinet-Mathiot et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2021c; Ruebens

et al., 2022; Silvestrini et al., 2022; Ruebens et al., 2023) and has the

potential to provide additional insights into differing patterns of

sample preservation. This potential becomes particularly clear when

our rates are compared to available glutamine deamidation values

from other Late Pleistocene sites across Europe, such as Uluzzo C,

Roccia San Sebastiano, and Riparo del Broion sites in Italy (with a

mean deamidation value of 0.33), Quincay in France (mean: 0.5) and

Grotte du Renne in France (mean: 0.15). Our samples show relatively

lower deamidation rates on average than those from such European

Palaeolithic sites for which data is available. This may reflect the older

age of European samples, the preservation conditions of samples, or

any number of other variables, but they do support the utility of

revisiting North American legacy collections using ZooMS.

We did not observe any correlation between collagen

preservation and age of excavation. Indeed, the specimens

excavated from Lindenmeier in the late 1930s exhibit better

preservation than those obtained during the late 1970s and early

1980s. At the same time, some collections displayed substantial

variability of deamidation values across samples from a single site,

which can perhaps best be explained by localized geological or

environmental conditions or different diagenetic processes

(Scotchler and Robinson, 1974). These collections have had

similar histories of curation and records of handling and storage

over the years, but variation in exposure to taphonomic processes

was nonetheless not fully controlled. At times, some of the

collections were handled without gloves, perhaps exposed to

ambient light, and kept in variable climatic conditions in indoor

storage prior to being stored at the MSC starting 10 years ago in

climate/humidity controlled, secure conditions, away from direct or

ambient light.

Nonetheless, it is challenging to suggest a clear explanation for

varying rates of preservation across different sites, since the effects
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of long-term museum storage on proteins are not well understood.

While molecular fragmentation is a time-dependent process, the

rate at which this occurs is influenced by environmental factors

such as temperature, pH, humidity, and the chemical composition

of the surroundings. It is therefore impossible to derive a simple

correlation between preservation and sample age across different

preservation environments (Dal Sasso et al., 2016; Schroeter and

Cleland, 2016; Kistler et al., 2017; Brown et al., 2021c). In future,

more detailed assessments of the effects of museum storage on

sample preservation will be important for improving our

understanding of both the molecular potential of particular

samples, as well as the factors that support optimal biomolecular

preservation of museum remains more broadly.
5 Conclusion

Archaeological collections of megafauna exist in repositories

around the world. Higher resolution investigation of these

collections using novel biomolecular tools like ZooMS will foster

new insights into local and regional links between climate,

environment, human behavior and megafaunal composition,

offering new perspectives on the timing and extent of past

biodiversity change and the causes and consequences of

megafaunal extinction. Our pilot study has revealed that

remarkable collagen preservation is exhibited by the fragmented

assemblages recovered from Late Quaternary/Paleoindian sites

housed at the NMNH, demonstrating the rich potential of

ZooMS for examining legacy collections of megafauna, including

in North America. Through successful ZooMS screening, we were

able to both evaluate the molecular preservation of these materials

and obtain valuable taxonomic information from 80% of our

samples, reflecting continuity between the ZooMS identifications

and previous morphological assessments.

While our study is not able to resolve long-standing debates

about the cause of megafaunal extinctions in North America, it does

point the way towards a novel approach to existing collections that

might offer new insights into old questions. However, there are still

challenges that will require more focused research. In particular, a

better understanding of the factors influencing biomolecular

preservation in museum collections is vital. Future research is

needed to explore the effects of environmental conditions, storage

practices, and sample age on collagen degradation processes.

Additionally, expansion and refinement of ZooMS reference

libraries to include a wider range of species, particularly those

from regions beyond Europe, is a critical next step.
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